PRITZKER WORD SCRAMBLE

1. You might see your old lab partner from this class at Reunion. OMTNAYA
2. Current location of White Coat and the Pritzker hooding ceremony. OKFLRELGERE PAHELCE (two words)
3. Opened in 1927, you could have been in this building for class or to go to the Student Lounge. SLNIGLBI
4. The hosts of your Reunion 2018. AASMB
5. Longtime dean of students at Pritzker, from 1951-1986. HTMLACIE
6. Major thoroughfare that runs north and south on campus. ESLIL VEAUNE (two words)

ANSWERS: 1. ANATOMY 2. ROCKEFELLER CHAPEL 3. BILLINGS 4. MBSAA 5. CEITHAML 6. ELLIS AVENUE